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List of symbols and indications 
A1 voltage follower 
A2, A3 electronic comparators 
A5, A6 electronic amplifiers 
a defined by a=-ip
 b/ip -
Aux auxiliary electrode 
С bulk concentration of electroactive species 
С« , C R d bulk concentration of Ox resp. Red 
D diffusion coefficient 
DQ , D R j diffusion coefficient of Ox resp. Red 
E potential of the working electrode 
EQ pc potential of the working electrode at 0.25т^ 
EQ рідо ootential of the working electrode at 0.2148т
ь 
Ε. ,2 Polarographie halve wave potential 
EQ formal electrode potential 
E measured potential of the working electrode 
Ef Fermi energy level of the material of the working 
electrode 
E reorganization energy of the solvent 
ES1, ES2 electronic switches 
ΔΕ defined by ΔΕ = E 0 2 5 - E 0 2 1 4 8 
f D 
e electron charge 
erf error function 
erfс complement of the error function 
F Faraday constant 
g(E) defined by g(E) = jjÇ· (E¿ - E) 
~uG electrochemical standard free energy of activation 
-fl Planck's constant divided by 2* 
* ΔΗ electrochemical standard enthalpy of activation 
и faradanc current density 
i- capacitive current 
Hot d e f i n e d b y Hot = ^ + lc 
ι-
 f, ip . faradanc current density of the forward resp. 
backward process 
9 
electrochemical standard heterogeneous rate 
constant 
chemical rate constant 
Boltzmann constant 
effective electron mass 





entropy of activation 
time the electrolysis proceeds 
time at which the current reverses 
time interval 
temperature in Kelvin 
reference voltages 
working electrode 
distance from the working electrode 
double layer impedance 
collision number 
charge transfer coefficient 
distance between working electrode and reactant, 
at which electron transfer occurs 
optical permittivity of the solvent 
bulk static permittivity of the solvent 
transmission coefficient 
overvoltage 
energy distribution of the electron levels in 
the electrode material 
transition time 
transition time of the forward resp. backward process 
potential at the point in the solution where elec­
tron transfer occurs 
potential in the bulk of the solution 
defined by φ = φ(δ) - φ(0) 
effective infrared frequency of polarization waves 
in the solvent 
work to bring the reactant from the bulk of the 
solution to a distance б to the working electrode 
similary defined for the product (see ω ) 
solvent reorganization energy 
reorganization energy within the electro-active species 
defined by x
e
i= λ + \^ 




Complexes of transition metals as well as main group elements 
with dithiocarbamate ligands (I^NCSp) have been studied extensive­
ly [1] . The considerable interest for dtc complexes arises from the 
remarkable stability of these compounds with transition metals in 
high oxidation states, their structural and spectroscopic characte­
ristics and the existence of electron transfer series. Apart from 
this, interest stems also from their practical applications as phar­
maceuticals, fungicides and rubber vulcanization accelerators. 
An electron transfer series is a series of compounds of equal 
compositions, structurally similar but different in the number of 
electrons. Members of the series can be interconverted by homogeneous 
or heterogeneous (i.e. electrochemical) redox reactions. Examples of 
such series are 
Mo(dtc)4 ζ = - 1 , 0, +1, +2 [2] 
0s(dtc)3 ζ = - 1 , 0, +1, +2 [З] 
Fe(dtc)3 ζ = - 1 , 0, +1 [4] 
Voltametric studies proved to be very suituole for the study of these 
series as some of the members can only be detected in that way, sepa­
ration of the pure compounds being sometimes impossible because of 
experimental difficulties. 
Voltametric half-wave potentials of many redox reactions are 
available at the moment, they give valuable information about the 
stability range of the compounds. 
These half-wave potentials show an interesting dependence on the 
substituents R. and f^ of the nitrogen atom in the dtc ligand 
(R^pNCSp). This dependence was most clearly demonstrated in the 
work of R.L. Martin and coworkers [5] . They showed that the half-
wave potentials are between a higher limit of the dibenzyl compounds 
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and a lower limit of the dicyclohexyl compounds. Compounds containing 
the latter substituent have the lowest half-wave potentials for their 
reduction and oxidation. These influence have also been expressed in 
Taft relations [¿] . The peculiar dependence of E. ,2 on the electron 
configuration of the central ion has recently been discussed from a 
theoretical point of view [6] . The remarkable stability of high 
oxidation states, as demonstrated most clearly by their relative low 
half-wave potentials, has been described to the strong σ and я elec­
tron donation of the dtc ligand into the empty d orbitals of the 
metal. 
However, as far as we are aware only a few electrochemical stu­
dies on dtc complexes have been reported which deal with the kinetic 
parameters characterizing the redox reactions [?] . In the scope of 
this thesis a chronopotentiometric study was carried out to inves­
tigate these parameters. 
Closely related but not yet fully understood with these para­
meters seems a concept mostly called the "reversibility" of the elec­
trochemical reaction. In many inorganic and organic texts reactions 
are said to be "reversible" if the redox reaction can be reversed 
in one way or another and the starting compound can be obtained 
again. Such reactions have to be called "chemically reversible". 
However, in many other papers "reversibility" is used in a 
sense reminiscent to its thermodynamic origin, to denote an elec­
trochemical process with no appreciable activation overpotential. 
Used in this sense a distinction between reversible and not rever­
sible is somewhat artificial since a process which appears as re­
versible under certain conditions of electrolysis can become irre­
versible simply by changing the conditions. 
We think that it is advisable to use the concept of reversibi­
lity either in the first sense (chemical reversibility) or the 
second (electrochemical reversibility) as a continuous quantity in­
stead of a binary qualification. For electrochemical reversibility 
the standard heterogeneous rate constant к . is a suitable measure. 
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A purpose of this study is to contribute to a better understan­
ding of "reversibility" of redox reactions in the class of dtc com­
plexes. To this end we have measured the electrochemical standard 
heterogeneous rate constant к
 h for some redox reactions of these 
complexes at different temperatures. 
Chronopotent iometry was choosen as the electrochemical tech­
nique for the determination of к . , because this technique has two 
advantages over polarography: (1) the diffusion process in volta-
metry at constant current is much simpler than in polarography 
where complications due to so-called secondary effects cannot be ade­
quately taken into account in the calculation of rate constants, 
(2) the method at constant current can also be applied to the study 
of the kinetics of chemical reactions following the electrochemical 
reaction. 
Chapter 2 of this thesis gives a short survey of the technique 
and the theory with current reversal. 
In chapter 3 the design of the instrument is given. It was de­
signed and built in close cooperation with the electronic workshop 
of the Science Faculty to fulfil the specific needs of our study 
for very fast (within a few nanoseconds) current reversal. 
During these investigations on dithiocarbamate complexes we 
became aware that chemical reactions follow the electron transfer 
process. To trace the effect of these chemical reactions on the 
reliability of the procedure for the calculation of к . (see 
chapter 2), we have investigated this in some detail. For this 
purpose we developed a computer model to simulate experimental ob­
tained chronopotentiograms. 
This.is described in chapter 4. 
In chapter 5 the experimental rate constants of electron trans­
fer are confronted with two theories of electron transfer proces­
ses, which are most widely used: the Marcus and the 
Levich-Dogonadze theory. The activation parameters are calculated 
according to both theories and a discussion about the nature of the 
rate determining step is given. 
14 
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Chapter 2 
Chronopotentiometric determination of the electrochemical rate 
constant (k . ) 
Introduction 
Chronopotentiometry is an electrochemical technique in which a 
dilute solution of an electrochemical active species, in the presence 
of an excess of a supporting electrolyte,is electrolyzed by a constant 
current. 
During this electrolysis the potential of the electrode at which 
the active species is electrolyzed is measured as a function of time. 
A schematic set-up of a chronopotentiometric circuitry is given in 
fig. 1. 
measuring device constant current source 
Aui 
Figure 1 Schematic set-up of a chronopotentiometric circuitry. 
Aux: auxiliary electrode, W: working electrode, 
R: reference electrode. 
A constant current is real ized via working electrode W and aux i l ia ry 
electrode Aux. 
The potential of the working electrode is measured against a suitable 
non-polarizable reference electrode R, as a function of time. The 
resulting potential-time curve, as sketched in fig. 2, is known as a 
chronopotentiogram. 
The main characteristics of such a chronopotentiogram are: 
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Figiwe 2 Sohematio Chronopotentiogram. 
i. the transition time^ 'τ, i.e. the time needed to completely de­
plete the electroactive species from the immediate proximity of 
the working electrode. 
Assuming the capacity current being zero, the transition time 
is given by the relation: 
r =
 2v (1) 
where: С is the bulk concentration of the electroactive species, 
π the number of electrons involved in the reduction or oxidation 
process, F the Faraday, D the diffusion constant of the electro­
active species, and ip the faradaic current density used. 
According to equation 1, which is known as the Sand relation [ 1] , 
τ* is proportional to the bulk concentration of the substance 
reacting at the electrode and inversely proportional to the cur­
rent density. For a given system, assuming D independent of the 
bulk concentration, and for constant current density, equation 
1 reduces to: 
Λ = constant χ С (2) 
Th us, τ^ is a linear function of С and can be used for quanti-
(a) The term 'transition time' was first introduced by J.A.V. Butler 
et al. [ 3,4] . 
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η . 
tative determination of С . 
Equation 1 is the fundamental equation for chronopotentiometric 
analysis [ 2] . 
the potential of the working electrode at ί=0.25τ(Ε,0 «ς J · 
For so called reversible electrochemical processes, the value 
of E/Q 25 \ equals the Polarographie halve wave potential, which 
is a characteristic of the electrochemical process. 
Apart from analytical use chronopotentiometry gives detailed 
information about the kinetics of the electrochemical process 
under consideration. 
In the next section we shall show that E,0 ^с \ is of importance 
in that respect. 
2.1 Phenomenological description of a current-reversal chronopoten-
tiogram 
In chronopotentiometry with current-reversal, an electrode pro­
cess in a given direction can be suddenly made to take place in the 
opposite direction by simple reversal of the current. 
This technique has been shown to be useful in evaluating thermo­
dynamic and electro-kinetic quantities for both reduction and oxida­
tion processes. 
A schematic chronopotentiogram for a current-reversal procedure is 
given in fig. 3. 
Let us have a closer look at the details of this chronopotentiogram: 
At t=0 the current is switched on. 
When the rest-potential of the working electrode is sufficiently far 
from the halve wave potential of the electrochemical process, the 
faradaic current will be negligible and the total current will be 
used to charge the condenser formed at the phase border working 
electrode-solution. 
At t=t, the potential of the working electrode has reached a value 
at which the electrochemical process Ox + e-*Red becomes appreciable. 
So from this moment i=i
c
+ip, where ip is the faradaic and i
c
 the 
capacitive part of the current. 
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Figure 3 Chronopotent-iometria potential-time curve for a process 
Ox + e-^Red, which after current-reversal is followed by 
Red-Ox + e, assuming the bulk concentration of Red at t=0 
equals zero. 
If the reaction conditions are well chosen ic can be neglected when 
t>t2, so i =ip and the potential of the working electrode will only 
change to a minor extent. About t=t3 the concentration of molecules 
Ox at the electrode surface has decreased below the value necessary 
to maintain the current in. As ip decreases ic increases and so the 
potential of the working electrode. When at t=t4 the quantity of mol-
ecules Ox, which were originally located at the electrode surface, 
has totally been converted into Red, i- will depend on the number 
of molecules Ox which, by diffusion, arrives the electrode surface 
per unit of time. 
This number will approximately be constant and so iV. Therefore 
ic remains constant which results in a linear increase of the poten-
tial. 
Now suppose the product Red of the reduction process can be oxidized 
to the starting species Ox according to the reaction Red-t-Ox + e. 
In that case current reversal at t=tn also results in a potential-
time curve, the shape of which will be the same as that of the reduc-
tion (i.e. forward) process. However due to diffusion of Red into 
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the bulk of the solution, the concentration of Red at the electrode 
surface at the time the current reverses will be lower than the start 
concentration of Ox, so the oxidation (i.e. backward) process will 
be completed within a shorter time. At t=tF the current is switched 
off. 
2.2 Theory of the chronopotentiometric potential-time relations 
In the theory of the chronopotentiometric potential-time rela-
tions we have to deal with the following set of problems: 
a. find an equation describing the amount of active substance 
which is converted at the working electrode surface by the 
current flow through the cell. 
b. find an equation describing the diffusion pattern in the 
solution which arises from the concentration gradient in the 
solution due to the electrochemical process at the working 
electrode surface. 
This equation is needed to know the concentration of the 
active substance at the working electrode at any time t 
during the electrochemical process. 
To simplify the problem of mass transfer the following as-
sumptions are made: the diffusion process is a semi-infinite 
linear one, convective transfer resulting from mechanical 
stirring of the solution is avoided, and the effect of mi-
gration of the electroactive species can be neglected due 
to a large excess of supporting electrolyte. 
c. find an equation describing the relation between the current 
and the resulting potential of the working electrode. 
Combination of the solutions for the above stated problems results 
in the chronopotentiometric potential-time relations as will be 
shown. 
2.3 The chronopotentiometric potential-time relation of the for-
ward process 
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Consider the electrochemical process Ox + ne->-Red in which Red is 
a soluble product, and n=l. 
The mathematical expressions f o r problem (a) and (b) are given by 
the relat ions 3-6 which are known as Pick's f i r s t and second law [5] : 
p r o b l e m ( a ) : 0 0 χ ( ^ ) χ = 0 = l ^ í (3) 
η ( S C R e d ^ Í F ' f m 
uRed(33¡ }χ=0 = "ηΤ" ( 4 ) 
χ represents the distance from the working electrode 
surface, and i - , the faradaic current density (F) 
of the forward ( f ) process. 
Problem (b) : for t=0; χ > 0; C0 x=C°x, c j e d = 0 
<Kt<tR; χ . - ; C0 x=C° x, cj e d =0 
эС0х a 2 c0x 
" T T = D0x - Г 1 (5) 
2 
3CRed _ э CRed , 
IT- - DRed - 7 - (β) 
The general solutions of problem (a) in conjunction with problem (b) 
have been paid extensively attention in the literature [1,6,7,8,9,10] 
and are given by the relations 7, 8 describing the concentrations of 
Ox and Red as a function of the current density iV ,, the elapsed 
time t and the distance χ from the working electrode surface. 
2 i F fth - x2 V f x χ 
W * ' ^ = I l е х Р ( ш Г - т ) - ^ — e r f c ( - ï г) (7) 
n F D Red" R e d R e d 2Чеа1 
0 2iF Л^ 2 iF . 
С0х(х'^ = C0x - - π θ χΡ(^4) - ШГ- erfcí-^-T-) (8) 
υ χ u x
 пРОД π*
 4 U0x t n h U0x 20Д t1 
Οχ Οχ 
where erfс denotes the complement of the error function. 
Since only the concentrations directly at the electrode surface 
(x=0) are of interest, equations 7, 8 reduce to: 
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cRed(o,t) = ^ (9) 
η Γ [ ) 0 χ π 
For the r e l a t i o n of current and electrode potential the well known 
Butler-Volmer equation [15] w i l l be used: 
V = n F k s , h { C 0x e x Pl a 9(E)] - C R e d e x p [ - ( l - a ) g ( E ) ] } , 
where i - is the faradaic current density, Cp
 d , Cn the concentra­
t i o n of Red respectively Ox at the electrode surface, a the transfer-
ι 
c o e f f i c i e n t and E0 the formal electrode p o t e n t i a l . 
g(E) is defined by the r e l a t i o n : g(E) = ^ ( E ' - E ) 
RT и 
Combination of equations 9, 10 and the Butler-Volmer r e l a t i o n results 
[ 11,12,13,14,15] in the chronopotentiometric potential-t ime r e l a t i o n 
for the time interval 0 < t < t R : 
ν exp(ag(E)] = 1 - ( t / τ ^ - ( t / T f ) W g(E)] where (11) 
4
-Z^h fOrDRedsD0x (12) 
n F k
s,h C0x 
2.4 The chronopotentiometric potential-time relation of the back­
ward process 
For the backward process Red->Ox + e, after changing the initial 
and boundary conditions, problem (a), (b) and (c) can be described 
by the mathematical expressions used to describe the forward process. 
Using the following set of initial and boundary conditions: 
t R < t < 
t = tR 
h '' *•* -: C0x=C0x · CRed = 0 
t 
; χ=ο : c0x=o . c R e d= -
DRed




the general solutions of problem (a) in conjunction with problem (b) 
can be shown [11,16,17] to be: 
2ι' . . . 
CRed^'^ = Γ 5 - ? [^f+tr - ( l+a)t 4 l (13) 
" " R e d " 
С0х(0 ·^ - CSx - Z F ' \ f ( V * ) * - (1+a)tl1 ( 1 4 ) 
n F D Red w 
Substitut ion of the equations 13,14 into the Butler-Volmer r e l a t i o n , 
results [11,12] in the chronopotentiometric potential-t ime r e l a t i o n 
f o r the time interval t R < t < t E : 
a¥exp[ag(E)] = l + ( l + a ) ( t / T f - l ) J - ( t / T f ) J + 
+ [ ( l + a H t / t f - l ) * - ( t/T f )*]exp[g(E)] (15) 
2.5 Relation between the t r a n s i t i o n times τ , and τ. 
The forward and backward t r a n s i t i o n times τ , and τ. are defined 
by the condit ions: 
C 0 x ( 0 . x f ) = 0 
CRed(0'Tb)= 0 
Substitution of these two conditions into equation 10 and equation 
13 and rearrangement of terms yield the expressions: 
, Cn пРттЫ 
i
=




4 = — J r [16,18] (17) 
D
 (a¿+2a)* 
For a=l equation 17 reduces to: т
ь
=т-/3, which relation states that 
the ratio of the backward to forward transition time will always be 
1/3 irrespective of current density and diffusion coefficients. 
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For very fast electrochemical reactions, where 
к . > 1 cm sec" , Ψ •* 0 and E-*-EQ « E i /2> equation 11 reduces t o : 
0 = l - 2 ( t / T f ) J [8,19] 
The solution of this equation is found for t=0.25Tf, so for equation 
11, El/Z is reached at t=0.25Tf [8,12,20]. 
For ч-*0 and for a=l it can be shown for equation 15 that the halve 
wave potential occurs at E,Q 2143 \ [8,12,20,21] . For electro­
chemical reactions where к . < 0.5 cm sec" , E,n o c . and E,n 0..0 . 
S,h (0.25τ,) (0.2148τ.) 
deviate from the halve wave potential and now the difference 
^(0 25 ) " ^10 2148 ) 9 1 v e s important information of the e lectro-
* ' f ' * b' 
chemical rate constant к . as we shall see in the next paragraph. 
2.7 Calculation of the heterogeneous rate constant к . 
For a=0.5, which is found for many electrochemical processes, 
equations 11, 15 give: 
с г
 2 К Т
1 „/(М+1)і+аіч ΠQ^ 
E(0.25Tf)"E(0.2148Tb) " "ñF1" {¡^+ 1¡Ly } ( ^ 
where: 
E/n 25 \'· the potential of the working electrode at 0.25-rf. 
Ef0 2148 i'-the potential of the working electrode at 0.2148τ.. 
If a=l this relation 19 reduces to: 
ΔΕ=Ε,
η
 „, . - E,
n ?1,я . = ^ 1 η {
( % + 1 ) / Ψ } (20) 
(0.25Tf) (0.2148ть) nF (yZ+1jJ_y 
So if ΔΕ is determined from an experimental obtained curve, Y can be 
calculated and so, via equation 12, к .. 
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At this point we have reached a relation between the experimental 
accessible ΔΕ, ip
 f , C 0 , and the kinetic variable of interest к ,. 
So the key relations for our kinetic study are the equations 12 and 
20. 
We must now look for the possible error by using these equations, 
when a^O.B. 
Table 1 shows, that for a=0.60 and дЕ=73.1 mV equation 20 will in­
troduce an error of about 2.4% in ψ and к . . For the investigated 
compounds 0.5 < α < 0.6 is the range within which the experimental 
estimated a values are normally found [22] , while ΔΕ=73.1 mV repre­
sents the maximum value of E / n -c λ-Ε / Γ, ,1/10 λ measured. 
(0.25τ,) (0.2148τ. ) 
Further it can be seen from Table 1 that the error in у decreases 
rapidly with decreasing ΔΕ values. 
So in using equation 20 to calculate Ψ the maximum error introduced 
into к . will never exceed this percentage. 
Table 1: ψ calculated for a=0.60 using equations 11 and 15 as com­
pared with the results of equation 20, which was derived 
assuming α to be 0.5. 
ΔΕ Values of Ψ. 
mV calculated using calculated using 




The procedure for calculating к . can now be summarized as follows: 
1. determine ΔΕ from the experimental obtained chronopotentiogram, 
2. determine ψ using a calculated set of data for ΔΕ vs. ψ accor­
ding to equation 20, 
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3.1 Instrument design 
Introduction 
In developing an instrument for current-reversal chronopotentio-
metry, we started with an apparatus based on a design by Bos and 
van Dalen [1] . However, the mechanical operating current commutator 
in this instrument turned out to be too slow for short time measure­
ments. So a current-reversal chronopotentiograph was built with a 
fast electronic switching device. 
In the design of an instrument for fast cyclic chronopotentiometry 
analogous problems were encountered with the current coranutator, how­
ever these were solved in a different way [2,3 ] . 
3.1.1 Current Reversal Chronopotentiograph 
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the circuitry used. Essentially the 
instrument consists of three parts d ) a galvanostat, (ii) a measuring 
circuit and (in) a digital programmer. 
Galvanostat. A constant current is generated using two amplifiers A5 
and A6, and two electronic switches ESI and ES2. The voltage drop in 
resistor R caused by the current flowing through the electrochemical 
cell is measured by a differential amplifier A6. The output of A6 is 
feed back to A5, which compares this voltage with a predetermined 
reference voltage, V or V . A linear relation is thus obtained be­
rt к 
tween the reference voltage applied at the non-inverting input of A5 
and the current flowing through the cell. The continuously adjustable 
reference potentials V. and V,. and the gain range of A6 determine the 
A К 
magnitude and the direction of the current in the ranges 0-10 μΑ, 
0-100 μΑ and 0-1 mA. 
Whether is started with an anodic or cathodic current depends 
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Figure 1 Schematics of the electronic circuitry. 
150 тис 
Figure 2 a. Chronopotentiogram of Mo (Et^dtc)4C104. Halve wave 
potential -0.27 V; concentration 10~3 mol an elec­
trode area 0.067 cm ; current 80 ν A. b. Matching 
current time relation as measured. 
on which of the two electronic switches ESI or ES2 is activated by the 
the digital programmer. 
When the predetermined reverse potential is reached the current 
direction is changed by switching between ESI and ES2 within some 
nanoseconds. Figure 2 shows a time relation of the current obtained 
with this circuit. 
This current generating circuit has the advantage that the elec-
trochemical cell is not a part of a feed back loop. The working elec-
trode is connected to a real ground and the potentiogram is thus ob-
tained with reference to zero. 
Using a potentiostat to maintain the working electrode at a pre-
determined potential before the start of the electrolysis, as recom-
mended [1] , the cell is part of a feed back loop and became oscilla-
tive depending on the cell construction and the time constant of the 
loop. Moreover undesired currents can flow through the cell while 
connecting and disconnecting the potentiostat with the cell. 
In order to avoid these drawbacks the start potential is reached 
by feeding an adjustable current to the cell. 
Oomparator and Measuring Ç-irciJit. This circuit delivers the chrono-
potentiogram and runs the digital programmer. 
The potential of the reference electrode is measured with a 
voltage follower Al possessing a very high input impedance. The com-
parators A2 and A3 compare this potential with the predetermined re-
verse and start/stop potentials. When during the electrolysis these 
potentials are reached a reverse pulse or stop pulse is generated by 
these comparators. These pulses are used as clock pulses in the 
digital prograiraner. 
As an optional the differentiator A4 gives the possibility to 
record a derivative chronopotentiogram. 
Digital Progranmer. A block diagram of the programmer is given m 
Figure 3. This programmer produces the desired timing scheme and en-
sures the proper connections with the cell. 
The most important part is a presettable counter which is con-
trolled by a clock and load circuit. To record a current-reversal 
chronopotentiogram five sequential steps are passed. Position 0 and 
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4 are stop positions and no current is flowing through the cell.After 
the adjustment of the start-stop and the reverse potentials and the 
choice between an anodic or cathodic current direction the program 
is initiated. In position 1 the potentiostat mode is used. A current 
source is connected to the cell and a current flows untili the start 
potential is reached. At that moment the start comparator A3 trig­
gers, a clock pulse is generated, and the counter is set in position 
2. In the position 2 and 3 the chronopotentiogram is recorded. In 
position 2 the galvanostat is connected to the cell and the electro­
lysis starts. A precise adjusted current flows through the cell un­
tili the reverse potential is reached. The comparator A2 triggers, 
again a clock pulse is generated, the counter steps to position 3: 
the current direction is reversed. 
The reverse current electrolysis goes on untili the start/stop 
potential is reached and the counter goes to the stop position 4. 
The start/stop and reverse potentials are adjustable between +5 V 
and -5 V. The values of these potentials and the installed current 






















Figure 3 Flow sheet of the digital ргодтагтег 
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3.2 Experimental 
3.2.1 The electrochemical cell and electrodes 
The electrocheinical cell used was a Metrohm type EA 875-50 sur­
rounded by a glass jacket through which ethanol circulated, thermo-
statted at the desired temperature. All ranipulations, including the 
preparation of the solutions, were carried out in a glove box in 
which a dry nitrogen atmosphere was iraintained. A platinum button 
electrode with a surface area of С 067 err , as determined by micros­
copic neasurements, served as the working electrode and a platinum 
plate as the auxiliary electrode. 
The auxiliary electrode and the Luggin cappilary were sealed in their 
glass joints. 
Reproducible replacements of the working electrode was Tede possible 
by putting a mark or. the glass joint. 
All potentials were detemined vs. a Ag/AgCl (1С M LiCl in acetone) 
[ 4] (Metrohm EA 420) reference electrode, which was positioned as 
close as possible near the working electrode through the Luggin 
cappilary. 
It is obvious that reaction rates at solid electrodes depend on the 
precise state of the surface of the working electrode [ 5]. 
So pretreatment of the working electrode surface plays an important 
role in electrochemical measurenents at solid electrodes. 
In the literature various methods are reported dealing with this 
problem of pretreatment [ 6-17] . 
The methods described can roughly be divided into two groups : 
1. nechanical pretreatmsnt followed by chemical cleaning, 
see for example ref. 16, 
2. electrochemical pretreatment in solutions containing an 
electrolyte only, see for example ref. 17. 
In our experirrents reproducible results for the reaction rate con­
stants (k .) were obtained when the working electrode was pretreated 
s
' -1 + -
in an acetone solution containing 10 M Bu.N CIO. by applying a 
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potential of -1.0 V until the current nearly decayed to zero, which 
took about one minute. 
The electrode after pretreatment was immediately inserted into the 
solution containing the electroactive substance. 
The chronopotentiograms were taken on solutions containing approxi-
-3 —1 + -
matelyl.0 M of a transition metal dithiocarbamate and 10 M BuN СІО^ 
as the supporting electrolyte [18] . 
The chronopotentiometric curves were displayed on a digital oscillos­
cope (Nicolet Explorer II model 206) and subsequently plotted on a 
X-Y recorder (BD 30 Kipp en Zonen, Delft). 
Start/stop and reverse potentials were chosen at 300 mV at either 
side from the Polarographie halve wave potential. 
The magnitude of the current was chosen in such a way that transition 
times of about 0.1-2 seconds were obtained. 
3.2.2 Chemicals 
Transition metal dithiocarbamates were prepared and purified 
as described [19,20] . Bu.N C10~ was obtained from Eastman Organic 
Chemicals (X 10825) and recrystallized three times from an ethanol-
diethylether solution, followed by drying in vacuo for at least 24 hr. 
Reagent grade acetone , Merck nr. 14, was passed over a column filled 
with molecular sieve ЗА and rectified over a 2 m vigreux column, 
according to the method described by S.G. Smith et al [21] . 
Afterwards the solvent was frozen three times under nitrogen in order 
to remove all dissolved oxygen. 
3.2.3 Influence of uncompensated resistance and capacity current 
on the value of ΔΕ 
Fig. 4 schematically shows the cell arrangement employed in our 
experiments. The current passes the auxiliary electrode and the 
working electrode, the potential of which is measured with respect 
to the reference electrode. Fig. 5 shows an electronic equivalent of 
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Figure 4 Cell arrangement 
(see also fig. 1 chapter 2). 
Figure 5 Eleatronia 
equivalent of the cell 
arrangement. (Re: refe­
rence electrode). 
R +R : resistance of the electrolyte solution layer between 
the auxiliary and working electrode. 
R : resistance of the electrolyte solution layer between 
the probe tip of a Luggin cappilary and the working 
electrode, 
Z, : double layer impedance, 
R : input impedance of a voltage follower. 
R . R , and Z. are assumed to be constant during the electrochemical 
u' i' d ^ 
process. On the basis of fig. 5, the influence of the double layer 
charging and uncompensated resistance on the value of ΔΕ will now be 
discussed. 
12 If the input impedance of the voltage follower (R) is about 10 Ω, 
a negligible current will flow through the reference electrode. 
Then the potential drop across R will be: iR for a cathodic and 
-iR for an anodic process at the working electrode. 
So the potential measured with respect to the reference electrode 
will be: 
E = E + iR where EL. is the potential of the 
working electrode as measured. 
Many publications were written dealing with the problem how to elimi-
33 
nate the factor iR [22-28] . 
u 
Assuming constant R and i, iR is a constant term, which may be 
allowed for arithmetically. 
In order to minimise the factor iR , R was minimised by making use 
of a Luggin probe [ 29-31 ]. The tip of this probe is placed as close 
as possible to the surface of the working electrode. Fig. 6 schema­
tically shows the position of the tip of the Luggin probe with regard 
to the working electrode surface. 
Luggin probe 
Figure 6 Position of the tip of the Luggin probe 
To achieve a uniform current distribution between working and auxi­
liary electrode their distance was about three times the diameter of 
the working electrode [31 ] . Table 2 shows data for the total resis­
tance R +R measured at various temperatures for an acetone solution 
containing 10~ Mof the supporting electrolyte Bu.N ClOT. From the 
relation R /(R +R )= 0.1, where 0.1 is the ratio of distances between 
u ι u ' 
working and auxiliary electrode and the tip of the Luggin probe, the 
value of R is calculated. 
u 
According to the relation E = Ε -Ρ iR the potentials Ε,. ,.. ., 
m -ν u (0.25Tf) 








= Ε(0.2148τ. ) ~ l Ru ( 2 4 ) 






+ 2 l R
u'
 f o r № е S t U d y 0 f a ( 2 5 ) 
f m bm 
cathodic reaction and similary 
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Δ Ε = Ε(0.25τJ" Ε(0.2148τ Γ 2 l Ru ( 2 6 ) 
f m D πι 
for the study of an anodic reaction. 
Equations 25 and 26 predict that a measured ΔE value will always be 
too high or too low by 2iR . 
As a consequence using the measured ΔΕ, from a chronopotentiometric 
experiment, to calculate Ψ and к , , will result in too low or too 
high а к , . 
s,h 
To avoid this, Δ E measured was corrected for the potential drop across 
the uncompensated resistance R . 
The corrected ΔΕ value was used to calculate Ψ and к , . 
s,h 
Table 2. Temperature dependence of the total resistance R +R . 
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If the double layer charging causes the current efficiency of the 
faradaic process to be less than unity τ _ and τ. will be lengthened 
[ 32, 33,34,1+2] . This phenomenon can readily be proven with the 
aid of the Sand equation. In order to eliminate the influence of the 
double layer charging upon the values of the transition times, many 
emperical correction methods were developed [33-41,43,44] . In deter­
mining which method would give the best results in our expen-
35 
ments the constancy of the factor i„ л*-/С„ vs. !„ , was checked 
F,f τ Ox F,f 
for various graphical methods. 
From a graphical representation (see fig. 7) of !„ ,τ f/C„ vs. ι , 
it can be concluded that for our experiments the method of Delahay-
Mamantov [ 45] also known as Kuwana's method [ 39, 41] yields the best 
results for the transition times. 
However, computer calculated data confirm conclusions from earlier 
investigations that no graphical procedure for the evaluation of 
transition times yields accurate values when charging current is ap­
preciable. 
Fortunately these data also show a minor influence of the capacity 
current via τ
ψ




















τ „ determined ивіпд three different methods: 





Figure θ Method of determining the transition times after Kuuana. 
3.2.4 Description of the method of detennining the transition 
tunes after Kuwana 
In Kuwana's method tangents are drawn m the various regions of 
the Ε-t curve as shown in fig.8 . 
The Tf value is now defined by the time interval between tangent 'a' 
and the point the Ε-t curve deviates from tangent 'b'. 
The T b value is defined by the time interval between tangent 'c' and 
the point the Ε-t curve deviates from tangent 'd'. 
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Chapter 4 
Chemical follow-up reactions, their rate constants and influence on 
the calculation of к , 
s,h 
Introduction 
In chapter 2 the procedure for the calculation of the electroche­
mical rate constant was described assuming that the electron trans­
fer process is not followed by a chemical transformation of the 
product. However, for several conpounds studied, the electron trans­
fer is followed by a chemical reaction of the product. In order to 
determine the rate constants of these chemical follow-up reactions 
and to trace their influence on the calculation of the electro­
chemical rate constants, a computer model was developed to simulate 
the experimental obtained chronopotentiograms. 
Also the effects of the capacity current and the symmetry coef­
ficient on the electrochemical rate constant ΔΕ, were studied with 
the aid of this simulation model. 
In this chapter the computer model and the results of the nume­
rical calculations based on this model are reported. 
4.1 Procedure of the digital simulation of chronopotentiograms 
For the digital simulation of a constant-current electrolysis 
three fundamental relations are used: one relating the charging cur­
rent at any moment t during the chronopotentiometric process with 
the potential change of the working electrode, a second one, the 
Butler-Volmer equation, relating the faradaic current with the poten­
tial of the working electrode and the concentrations of reactant and 
product and a third one, a combination of Pick's first and second law, 
describing the concentration profiles of the product and reactant at 
any moment t during the electron transfer process. 
Let us now look at the chronopotentiometric process Ox+e -Red, 
which by current-reversal is followed by Red-Ox+e. 
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The charging current at any moment during the chronopotentiometric 
process is given by: 
i„ = С -г- , which for small time intervals At(=t .-t ) is 
С dt ' ^ n+1 η 
transformed into : ( 1 ) 
E(t ) - E(t ) 
WW - c x t - t ( 2 ) 
n+1 η 
After regrouping of terms this equation yields: 
i
r
(t ,t ,) 
E ( W - E^ n» + C с X ût (3) 
For n=0, E(t0)=E and ι (t-.t.) = ι which assumption is jus­
tified for E, ,_-E . i> 300mV. 
1/2 start 
With these boundary conditions E(t,) is calculated from equa­
tion 3. To determine E(t ?) # ι (t-.t-) have to be known. 
Now ι (t,,t_) can be determined using the current-balance equation: 
^W+W-W f o r ^ 1 - 2 ' 3 l f W ( 4 ) 
is known. 
To calculate ip(t-.) use is made of the Butler-Volmer equation, re­
lating ip(t ) with the potential of the working electrode and the 













































) being equal to the bulk concentration of Ox and 
С ,(0,t») = 10 _ M.i^ft.) is calculated from equation 4a for 
Red ' 0 F l ^ 
E(t ) = Eft.). 
η 1 
Substitution of the obtained value for ι (t.) into equation 4 yields 
wv· 
E(t_) is obtained by substitution of ι (t. ,t_) into equation 3. 
In order to calculate E(t ,) for n=2,3,4(... from equation 3 
i„(t ,t ,) has to be known. 
С η' n+1 
Knowing C_ (χ, t .) andC„ ,(x,t . ) , i_(t ) for n=2,3,4,... can be 
Ox n-1 Red n-1 F η 
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calculated with the aid of equation 4a,and so i_(t ,t .) from the 
n
 С η' n+1 
current-balance equation 4. 
To compute the concentration profiles Pick's first and second law 
are numerically solved by the explicit finite difference method as 
described by Feldberg [ 1] . 
If the calculated potential E(t ,) reaches the value at which 
the current reverses, i.e. EL , the program adjusts the cur­
rent direction by changing its sign. 
To overcome the discontinuity arising at this point of the 
curve the first potential after EL is set equal to E. .
n
-0.043V 
^ Tteverse M 1/2 
( for further details see appendix 2 ). After thes<= adjustments, the 
computational procedure continues until E is reached again. 
4.2 Computational aspects 
The program relied entirely upon the highly efficient 'Conti­
nuous System Modeling Program'(CSMP III)[2], of the IBM corporation 
and was solved on a IBM 370/158 machine. 
A copy of the entire program is presented in appendix 1. 
Typically, a complete calculated curve, consisting of 2000 points, 
was obtained in 2 minutes computation time. 
Prograimung modifications are extremely simple, e.g. changing from 
a first to a second order follow-up reaction affects only two 
program statements. 
Plots of the calculated curve were obtained on an off-line 
Calcomp plotter. 
4.3 The effect of the capacity current on ΔΕ and the transition 
tunes 
In order to estimate quantitatively the capacity of the double 
layer and to check the influence of the capacity current on ΔΕ and 
the transition times, a set of chronopotentiograms was calculated 
for different values of double layer capacity holding all other 
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parameters constant. 
The calculated chronopotentiograms were treated like experimental 
obtained curves, so τ, and τ, were determined using the method of 
Kuwana [ 3] ( see chapter 2 ). 
The results of the numerical calculations are listed m Table 1. 
From the data presented there, it can be seen that the capacity cur­
rent does not alter ΔΕ if the double layer capacity remains below 
4.5 χ IO - 6 F. 
Table 1 shows that the ratio Ъ/т =0.33 is reached only in the 
limit of zero double layer capacity. 
Ttiis fact confirms investigations of other research workers [ 4,5,6] 
that the emperical method of Kuwana does not yield transition times 
which are well compensated for double layer charging effects. 
4.4 The value of the double layer capacity 
An excellent agreement between the values of τ_, τ,, Ь/т_, 
ΔΕ and the total time as determined from the conputer simulated curve 
and those from the experimental obtained chronopotentiogram, for the 
oxidation of FetEt-dtc),, is reached, when the double layer capacity 
is set equal to 1.5 χ 10 F as is seen from Table 2. 
If the double layer capacity is calculated from the initial 
linear portion of a large number of experimental obtained chronopo­
tentiograms, a value of (1.5 + 0.2)xl0 Fis determined, which is in 
good agreement with the value used to obtain the best agreement be­
tween the experimental and calculated chronopotentiogram of Fe(Et7dtc)_. 
So in all further calculations the value of the double layer capacity 
was assumed to be 1.5 χ 10 F. 
4.5 The effect of the charge transfer coefficient α on the value 
of ΔΕ 
To determine the dependence of ΔΕ on the charge transfer coeffi­
cient a number of chronopotentiograms were calculated, for different 
values of о keeping all other parameters constant. 
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Table 1 Effect of the capacity current on ΔΕ and the transition 
times calculated for the oxidation process of FetEt^dtc). 
Capacity(C) ΔΕ Tot.Time τ τ τ ΐ/ τ ί 
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 [ F e ( E t 2 d t c ) ]= 2.684 χ I O - 3 M, [ Bu4N+C104 ] = 0.1 Μ, ι=100χ1θ" 6 Α. 
Τ = 273 К, D = 1.0 χ 10~5 с п Л Г 1 , a = 0 .5 , к , = 0.0168 cm s " 1 . 
' ' ' s ,h 
The time between t=0, at which the current is switched on, and 
-h at which the current is switched off. 
Table 3 Dependence of ΔΕ on the charge transfer coefficient, 






[ Bu N+C10" ] =0.1 M, i=100xl0~6 A, 
T=273 K, D=1.08xl0"5 cm 2s _ 1, 
к ,=0.0168 cm s~ 
s,h 
(a) 
0 . 1 
0 .2 
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0 . 4 
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Table 2 Exper imenta l and c a l c u l a t e d d a t a for t h e chronopotent iometr ic oxidat ion of 
F e ( E t 2 d t c ) 3 a ) a t 273 K. 






τ ^ / τ ^ 10 X D к . 
b ' f
 2 _ 1 s^h 
cm s cm s 
Capacity 
Farad 
Experiment 34.5 390 273 101 0.37 0 . 9 l ( d ) 0.0168 
-(b) 
1.5x10 
S i m u l a t i o n 35.0 391 273 102 0.37 1 . 0 8 ( c ) 0.0168 
-(c) 
1.5x10 
(a) [ F e ( E t 2 d t c ) 3 ] =2.684x10 3 M, [ B u 4 N + C l 0 4 ] = 0 . 1 M, 1=100x10 6 A . 
(b) Determined from t h e i n i t i a l l i n e a r p a r t of t h e chronopotentiogram. 
(c) Value for t h e c a p a c i t y and d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t g iv ing t h e b e s t f i t . 
(d) As determined wi th AC voltammetry. 
In Table 3 the calculated data for ΔΕ for different values of α are 
presented. 
From these data it is evident that the dependence of ΔΕ on the charge 
transfer coefficient can be ignored for any a between 0.2 and 0.7, 
which is m full agreement with the conclusion of Nicholson et al.[ 7] 
How deviations from the general assumed value a=0.5 affect the result 
of the calculations of к , from ΔΕ was discussed in chapter 2 (2.7). 
s,h 
4.6 Chemical follow-up reactions: introduction 
The reversal of current direction during a controlled current 
experiment is a useful technique for the study of chemical follow-
up reactions of the electrochemical products. 
A great number of relations for the evaluation of the kinetic para­
meters based on the measurement of the transition time after current-
reversal have been published, together with diagnostic criteria to 
confirm or rule out the number of possible follow-up reactions under 
consideration [8,9,10,11,12,13] . 
To check if a chemical reaction is or is not following the pro­
cess of electron transfer the ratio Ь/т, is used, because this ratio 
will always be less than the theoretical value of 0.33 if the elec­
tron transfer process is followed by a chemical reaction of the pro­
duct [ 13 ]. 
For the chronopotentiometric processes studied this parameter is 
found in the range 0.20 < b/x- < 0.37 as is seen from Table 4. 
The ratio of 0.37 was found in the simulated curve for the oxidation 
of FeiEt^dtc)-, assuming an electrochemical process without a coupled 
chemical reaction and constant double layer capacity of 1.5 χ 10 F. 
From these data it is evident that many of the studied reduction and 
oxidation processes are followed by some kind of chemical reaction. 
To determine, by digital simulation, the effect of these chemical 
follow-up reactions on the calculation of к . , a number of chrono­
potentiometric experiments were first carried out to decide the reac­
tion order and the pathway of the chemical reactions involved. 
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4.7 Classification of chemical follow-up reactions 
Three possible reactions of the reduced species were investigated: 
the re-oxidation (equation 5) or disproportionation (equation 6 ) of 
the reduced species by the solvent and the reaction of the reduction 
product with the parent compound (equation 7 ) . 
1. MfRgdtc)^"1) * ^ M(R2dtc)(Z) (5) 
•j M / D J + ^ \ ( Z - 1 ) Solv 
2. M(Rzdtc)¿ * -product' (6) 
3. M(R2dtc)|^z"1) + M(R2dtc)^z) -> 'product' (7) 
where z=0, 1 and n=2, 3, 4. 
The 'product' were assumed to show no electrochemical activity. 
The rigorous mathematical solution [ 11,14] for the case of the pseudo 
first order follow-up reactions (equations 5 and 6) generates the re-
lation, shown in equation 8: 
2 e r f ( k c h e m T b ) 1 / 2 = e r f t k c h e m ^ b + t a ) ] 1 / 2 W 
where к . is the pseudo first order rate constant and t is the time 
the forward electrolysis proceeds. 
With the aid of known tables for the error function the relation 
between Tb/t and к . t could be determined. To test the assumption 
that reaction 1 or 2 is operative, we did a series of experiments 
with varying t . For each we found, using the above mentioned relation, 
к . . As к . proved to be independend from t we concluded that 
reaction 1 or 2 is operative indeed. 
Unfortunately no rigorous solution is known for second order follow-
up reactions (equation 7). 
However, for this kind of follow-up reactions, Rifkin et al., [10] 
showed, by digital simulation, an almost linear relation of Tb/t 
versus t./xx with a positive slope. 
α Τ 
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Hie distinct difference between the, above quoted, diagnostic crite­
ria, enables us the experimental determination of the correct reaction 
of the reduced species. 
The curve in fiq. 1 shows the determination of t and τ, from an ex-
a b 
perimental obtained curve. 
Lines 'a' and 'c' are the tangents drawn in the first and third region 
of the Ε-t curve. 
Line 'b' was constructed perpendicular to the time axis and through 
the point of current-reversal. The horizontal distance between the 
point of current-reversal and tangent 'a' defines t , while the hori­
zontal distance between the intersection point of tangent 'c' with 
the curve and line 'b' defines τ, . 
(ы T. 
Figiœe 1 Determination of t 
4.8 Results and discussion 
Fig. 2 shows plots of τ./t vs. t /τ. for the chronopotentio-
metric reduction processes of Ni(Bu2dtc)2, CufBu-dtc)- and 
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Figure 2 Kinetic data from current-reversal chronopotentiometric 
reduction of Ni (Bucata) „ [ о] _, Cu (Bucato) „ [ Δ] and 
W(Et2dta)*ao~ [ Ρ ] . 
of the l a s t compound, i t is evident that the reduced species 
WiEtpdtcb does not react with the parent molecule WiEtpdtc)« . In 
f i g . 3, the experimental values of t are plotted versus к . t , as 
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Figure 3 Piote of к , t . аз determined by equation 8j versus the 
experimental values of t for the reduction of Ni (Bu-dtc) „, 
Cu(Bu2dtc)z [°] and W(Et2dto)*C10~ [ o] . 
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calculated from equation 8, for the reduction processes of Ni(Bu?dtc)_, 
Cu(Bu2dtc)2 and W(Et2dtc)*C10~. 
From the negative slopes of the plots for the reduction of the 
nickel and copper compounds it is concluded that a reaction of the re­
duced species of these compounds according to equation 1 or 2 can be 
excluded. 
On the basis of the plots presented in figs. 2 and 3 the following 
conclusions are drawn: during the reduction process of the tungsten 
compound reaction pathway 1 or 2 (equation 5 and 6) is operating, 
whereas during the reduction processes of the nickel and copper com­
plexes pathway 3 (equation 7) is involved with the reduction product. 
As have been said in the introduction of this chapter, the computer 
simulations were carried out to trace the possible influence of the 
above discussed chemical reactions on the value of ΔΕ. 
Now in Table 5 the experimental data together with the best computer 
simulations are presented. 
These best fits were obtained using the following procedure: in the 
first computer run the diffusion coefficient (D) and the chemical 
rate constant (k , ) were varied to obtain the best fit between the 
chem 
experimental and calculated time parameters t , Tf and τ, . 
If necessary, a second run was made with к varied to get a best 
fit between the experimental obtained ΔΕ and the ΔΕ value calculated 
from the simulation. 
If we now look closer to the data of Table 5 it is seen that for 
second order follow-up reactions к ,, as calculated from the experi­
mental ΔΕ value, is in good agreement with the value of к , used as 
parameter in the best digital simulation. 
On this basis the conclusion is justified that these follow-up reac­
tions do not affect the reliability of the procedure for the calcu­
lation of к . from experimental determined ΔΕ values as described 
m chapter 2. 
A closer examination of the diffusion parameters, D, together with 
the total tune, t , of the chronopotentiometnc experiment, as 
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Table 5 Experimental and simulation data for the chronopotentiometric reduction processes of 
M(R 2dtc) n
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(a) not measured, (b) equation 2 was assumed to be operative, (c) assuming equation б to be 
operative, (d) assuming equation 5 to be operative, (e) values were not corrected for the 
IR-drop as described in chapter 3, (f) derived from the pseudo first order rate constant using 
[Acetone] = 13.6 mol dm . 
presented in Table 5, is made. 
In fig. 5 it is seen that D and t are roughly proportional. As is 
shown in chapter 3, one of the basic assumptions used in the simula­
tion model is that the diffusion process is a semi-linear infinite 
one. 
However, during a chronopotentiometric experiment, lateral diffusion 
will also take place, resulting in an increase of the total time of a 
chronopotentiometric experiment as compared with the total time when 
this mode of diffusion is totally excluded. 
To count in this effect the diffusion parameter, D, in the simu­
lation model increases if the total time of a chronopotentiogram in­
creases in order to obtain a correct fit between the simulated and 
experimental total time. 
The plot in fig. 5 predicts that diffusion parameters of about 
0.9 χ ίο ση s are needed to get a best fit between the experimen­
tal and simulated total times of the constant-current electrolysis 
of the tungsten and osmium complexes. 
As is seen in Table 5 there are two best fits for the tungsten complex, 
one in which reaction pathway 1 (equations ) is simulated together 
with the charge transfer process and another one in which reaction 
pathway 2 (equation 6) is involved. 
-5 2 -1 In the first fit, a diffusion parameter of 1.0 χ 10 cm s is used 
-5 2 -1 
whereas in the second fit this parameter equals 1.4 χ 10 cm s . 
On the basis of a comparison of the predicted value for the dif­
fusion parameter, from the plot in fig. 5, with the used diffusion 
parameters to get the best fits, it is concluded that the reduction 
product, W(Et2dtc)4, of the constant-current electrolysis of 
W(Et2dtc)/j reacts with solvent molecules according to equation 5. 
On the same basis i.e. comparison of predicted with used diffusion 
parameter, it is concluded that during the chronopotentiometric re­
duction of OsÇEt-dtc),, the product will react according to equation 
6. 
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If we now compare the results obtained from the best fit, assuming 
-5 2 -1 D=1.0 χ 10 cm s , for the reduction of the tungsten complex, it 
is seen that reaction pathway 1 (equation 5) indirectly affects the 
value of к .by about 0.012 cm s , whereas no such effect is seen 
s ,h 
from the data for the reduction of the osmium complex. 
However, the ultimate effect on the activation parameters for the 
constant-current electrolysis of the tungsten compound can easily be 
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Figure S Plot of total times vs. nwnerioally aaloulated diffusion-
ooeffieients. 
4.9 Conclusion 
From computer simulations of the chronopotentiometric reduction 
processes of Ni(Bu2dtc)2, Cu(Bu2dtc)2, 0s(Et 2dtc) 3 and W(Et2dtc)JciO^ 
the occurrence of the following reactions can be detected: 
M=Ni, Cu M(Bu 2dtc) 2 + e -> M(Bu 2dtc) 2 followed by 
M(Bu 2dtc) 2 + M(Bu 2dtc) 2 -»• 'product' 
M=0s 
M=W 
M(Et 2dtc) 3 + e - M(Et2dtc)3 followed by 
M(Et2dtc)Z + acetone -> 'product' 
M(Et2dtc)t + e - M(Et2dtc)° followed by 
M(Et2dtc)^ + acetone + M(Et2dtc)^ 
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In these cases some insight has been gained in what is mostly called 
rather loosly 'chemical irreversibility of the electrochemical reduc-
tion'. For the oxidation of Cu(Bu2dtc)2, Fe(Et2dtc)3, U(Et2<itc)^0^ 
and MoiEtodtcbClCL the chronopotentiograms show no signs of fast 
following reactions. 
The following reactions after electrochemical reduction of 
J2dtc)3C10¡ , 
for further study. 
Ni(Bug Jg lO^ Fe(Et2dtc)3 and Mo(Et2dtc)^C10^ are recommended 
An important outcome of our study is that in the fore-mentioned 
reduction processes, the occurrence of the following chemical reac-
tions does not appreciably affect the value of the rate constant к . 
of the electron transfer reaction as calculated in the way described 
in chapter 2, in which no chemical follow-up reactions were considered. 
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Chapter 5 
Activation parameters for the electron transfer processes of 
Metal dithiocarbamates 
Introduction 
The heterogeneous rate constants к
 h determined in the way as 
described in the proceeding chapters will now be used to calculate 
activation parameters like the standard free energy of activation 
AG , to see what can be concluded about the nature of the rate deter­
mining step in the redox reactions. 
The theory of charge transfer is since the remarkable contribution 
of Marcus in 1964 [Ï]in continuing progress by contributions of various 
research groups. There is no unanimous opinion on the subject and 
different theories are propagated at the moment [2-4] . The various 
models and the rate equations derived, differ in the way details of 
electronic structure of the electrode and the polarization fluctua-
tion in the solvents are dealt with. Especially important is the 
still open question if the reorganization of the inner coordination 
sphere (the ligands) contributes to the activation or that the reor-
ganization of the outer sphere (solvation sphere) is the dominant 
process in the formation of the activated state. 
We shall not go into that discussion of theoretical questions. Some 
of the more recent theories could not be used for calculations be-
cause of the lack of detailed numerical data required in the rate 
equations. We shall use here only the theory of Marcus and the theo-
ry of Levich-Dogonadze [b-7] to calculate free energies of activation 
as these two models are most widely used today. 
5.1 The Marcus Treatment and the Levich, Dogonadze Approach 
Marcus [1,8,9] uses a general classical statistical mechanical 
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approach with the rate constant given by 
k
s h = χ Ζ exp - AG /RT (1) 
The electron transfer is assumed to be only "moderately adiabatic" 
to the extent that the transmission coefficient κ is approximately 
unity but the activated state does not have appreciable resonance 
stabilization. The electronic levels of the metal contributing to 
the reaction are confined to within + kT of the Fermi level and 
the distribution of activated complexes corresponding to radiation-
less electron transfer to or from various electronic energy levels 
in the metal is assumed to be equivalent to a single activated complex 
corresponding to the Fermi level. 
The collision number Ζ should be calculated with 
RT 1/2 
where m is the mass of the electro active species. 
The theoretical electrochemical free energy of activation can be 
calculated using the general equation given by Marcus: 
2 
—* P. R λ , nF(E-E') jnF(E-E') + ω Ρ-ω Κ1 
Δΰ (th) = — 2 — + ~ζ- 1 + 4λ ^3^ 
ρ 
Here, ω is the work to bring the reactant from the bulk of the 
solution to a distance 6 to the working electrode where the electron 
ρ 
transfer can occur, ω is similary defined for the product. 
ι 
E is the electrode potential and EQ the formal potential for the 
redox couple in question, both referred to the same reference elec­
trode. λ , is an energy term including contributions from the solvent 
reorganization (λ ) and from the changes in bond lengths and angles 
within the molecule (λ,). 
R Addition of sufficient supporting electrolyte tends to make ω 
Ρ 
and ω small if the supporting electrolyte has no other effects such 
R Ρ 
as bridging, which is unlikely. Assuming ω and ω small, the theo­
retical value of the electrochemical standard free energy of activation 
(E=E0) is given by: 
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AG (th) =-|L =-і-д-О (4) 
Non equilibrium dielectric polarization theory involving continuous 
concepts is used to calculate λ 0 
λ
ο--ΎΪ-\Γ0- rj (5) 
where 'a' is the radius of the electroactive species, e the optical 
permittivity of the solvent, ε. its bulk static permittivity and 
N, Avogadro's number. The term λ, is expressed in terms of the vibra-
a ι 
tional contnbutiorb of the inner solvation sphere (the ligands) to 
the partition function of the activated complex and the corresponding 
zero-point energies. 
Vi 
λ, = ς ^ - U q . ) 2 (6) 
J ( ί
Λ > J 
where f and f are the force constants of the jth normal mode in 
the product and reactant respectively, дд is the difference in the 
values of the bond coordinates of the jth mode in its reactant and 
product states i.e.: 
^ - q; - q; (6a) 
R Ρ 
where q and q are the equilibrium values of the bond coordinates 
of the molecule in its reactant and product states, respectively. 
As the principal configurational changes are the changes in bond 
lengths, equation 6 can be simplified by calculating only the stret­
ching contributions. In terms of stretching vibration frequencies 
equation 6 has the form of (7) 
2 * 2
 2 




ά J J 
Vj + Vj 
where μ is the reduced mass, ν and ν the infrared wavenumber of 
the jth stretching vibration in the product and reactant respectively. 
Aq the differences in bond length of the jth bond in its reactant 
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and product states. 
Levich [б] and Dogonadze et al [b,7] considered the reacting species 
as a frozen system, which does not contribute in any way to the acti­
vation process. The solvent is considered as a dielectric continuum 
in which thermal fluctuations produce a set of standing polarization 
waves whose frequency spectrum can be approximated by a single effec­
tive characteristic angular frequency ω
 f f which is estimated to be 
'ь 10 s" for all solvents [/] . By taking into consideration the 
continuous spectrum of energies in the metal electrode, the theory 
of Levich et al predicts a dependence of the heterogeneous rate con­
stant on the electrode material. 
The rate of the charge transfer process is then given by 
/PAÌ (ω
 f fRT) 
k h = ψ' - ^ g — P F exp(-Es/4RT) exp(-5FVl/2RT) 
(8) 
χ exp(F(E-E¿)/2RT) 
where б is the distance between electrode and reactant when electron 
transfer occurs, pr is the density of states of electrons at the 
4 8 - 1 - 3 
Fermi level, which for platinum is 4.9 * 10 kcal" dm" , φ. is the 
potential difference between the point it distance 6 from the elec­
trode and the bulk of the solution and E is the solvent reorganiza­
tion energy, which in the nomenclature of Marcus was called λ (see 
equation 5 ). 
The term ехр^" фі', known as the Frumkin correction, introduced for 
"ZfTT 
the effect of the double layer on k. can be neglected in solutions 
with a sufficient high concentration of supporting electrolyte. 
So, for E = E for к
 h there remains the following equation: 
k




5.2 Results and discussion 
From the recorded chronopotentiograms of the compounds studied, 
ΔΕ values (ΔΕ = E/Q 2 ^ ) - E, 0 2\4& ) ( s e e chäP^1" 2) were measured 
in the temperature range 253 - 293 К and corrected for the iR-drop. 
As a typical example, the data for the oxidation of FeiEt-dtc)., are 
surmerized in Table 1. Each experimental obtained ΔΕ, is the mean of 
at least 4 independent measurements, the error given for a At value 
represents the calculated standard deviation. 
Table 2 shows the к
 h values calculated for the reduction and oxi­
dation processes studied. For some metal complexes alternating-cur­
rent Polarographie measurements were carried out. From these, rate 
constants were calculated which, as can be seen from Table 2, agree 
quite well with the rate constants derived from chronopotentiometric 
measurements. 
Using the rate constants of Table 2, values for the electrochemical 
standard free energies of activation were calculated from the two 
theoretical approaches mentioned. 
* 
For the calculation of AG Marcus' equations 1 and 2 were 
used. For the calculation of E equation 9 was used, with 6 rather 
arbitrary chosen to be 5 8 for all compounds. 
Xj was calculated with equation 7 and the data of stretching 
vibration frequencies and bond distances as given in the appendix 2. 
λ, turned out to be small, the highest value was found to be 
3 kcal mol for the oxidation/reduction of CufBu-dtcK. 
The solvent reorganization energies λ were calculated with 
equation 5 taking ε and ε. the values for pure acetone 
1.35Θ8—¡7 and 20.7 c2 respectively. In order to calculate λ , the 
N m
 M 2 0 
(¡с Nm 
question of the effective radii of the molecules in solution has to 
be considered. For the metal dithiocarbamates studied, it is realis­
tic to assume that the effect of the substituents of the nitrogen atom 
on the solvent reorganization energy is negligible due to the mobility 
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Table 1 Experimental data for the determination of к . for the reduction of FeiEt-dtck. 
[Fe(Et2dtc)3] = 1.69 χ 10"
3













15.8 + 0.5 
18.8 + 0.5 
21.7 + 0.5 
24.0 + 0.5 
27.0 + 0.5 





0.035 + 0.001 
0.030 + 0.001 
0.025 + 0.001 
0.023 + 0.001 
0.020 + 0.001 
0.018 + 0.001 
(a) Calculated from AE of the chronopotentiogram, as described 
in chapter 2. ΔΕ was corrected for the iR-drop (see chapter 3), 
СЧ1 
го 
Table 2 Heterogeneous rate constants (к . ) f o r metal d i th iocarbamates v ' 
!
 2 ^T 10 χ к . , cm s s,η 
Compound Chronopotent iometry^ ' AC voltametry10' 
Reductions 





Fe(i-Bu2dtc)3C104 5.5 + 0.3 4.5 
W(Et2dtc)^C10¡ 
Mo(Et2dtc)4C10^ 1 1 + 1 5.3 
Oxidations 
Cu(Bu2dtc)2 1.40 + 0.03 2.4 
Fe(Et2dtc)3 1.80 + 0.02 1.4 
W(Et2dtc)^C10¡ 2.46 + 0.04 
Mo(Et2dtc)4C10¡ 2.34 + 0.01 
(a) At 293 K. 
(b) Calculated from ΔΕ of the chronopotent i ogram, as described in chapter 2, 

















of these groups in the solvent. 
Now, the effective size of the remaining M(dtcr z" ' core in the 
solvent, has to be taken into account. 
In a crude way, this was done by taking for the effective radius 
the sum of the metal-carbon and half of the carbon-nitrogen distan­
ces, known from X-ray crystal structure determinations (see appen-
* 
dix 2). The results of the calculation of дС , Ε , λ and a
 ff. t 
are suimanzed in Table 3. 
Without significant exception these data can be described with: 
This leads to the conclusion that the rate determining step in these 
redox reactions is the reorganization of the medium prior to adia-
batic electron transfer. Electron transfer rates are rather high and 
activation energies low because the solvent reorganization energies 
are low, which in turn seems to be caused by the relative large size 
of the complex molecules. Intramolecular reorganization of the metal 
with its ligands does not contribute appreciable to the activation 
energy. The relevant breathing modes have low frequencies and the 
changes in bond lengths upon oxidation or reduction are small. One 
electron more or less in the redox orbital gives only small changes 
in bond distances. 
Here we find the basis of what experience and/or intuition had 
learned already: that the more similarity in the structures of oxi­
dized and reduced forms the better the electrode process is found 
(is expected) to be reversible. 
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Table 3 Activation parameters for metal dithiocarbamates at 2 9 3 К 
Reductions 
Ni (Bu 2 cl tc) 2 
Cu(Bu 2 dtc) 2 
Ni(Bu2dtc)+ciO¡ 
0s (E t 2 d t c ) 3 






Fe(Et 2 dtc ) 3 
W(Et2dtc)JciO¡ 
Mo(Et2dtc)JciO¡ 














( E s ) ( b ) 





2 5 . 3 
2 5 . 0 
23 .2 




2 7 . 0 
>o < C ) 
k c a l m o l -
2 9 . 3 
2 9 . 3 
2 4 . 1 
2 4 . 1 
2 4 . 1 
2 4 . 1 
2 2 . 8 
2 2 . 8 
2 9 . 3 
2 4 . 1 
2 2 . 8 
2 2 . 8 
a e f f e e t i v e 
Я 
2 . 8 
2 . 8 
3 . 4 
3 . 4 
3 . 4 
3 . 4 
3 . 6 
3 . 6 
2 . 8 
3 . 4 
3 . 6 
3 . 6 
(a) calculated using equation 1 and 2 
(b) calculated using equation 9 
(c) calculated using equation 5 
5.3 The enthalpy and entropy of activation 
For all redox processes studied к . was determined in the 
S »Π л 
temperature range 253 - 293 К. Plots of R In k
s h versus T" were 
all found to be linear. The slopes of these lines expressed by 
ΔΗ are given in Table 4. The standard free energy of activation 




AG , discussed so far in the preceeding paragraphs, corresponds 
with £ = £(!, and thus with an electrochemical standard free energy 
of the reaction д6
п
 = 0 . Because of the temperature dependence 
ι -1 
of EQ the slope of the R In к . versus Τ plot is not the enthal­
py of activation at E = i l but at an unknown potential E where 
the electrochemical standard reaction enthalpy Ж = 0 (zero en-
thalpic driving force of the electrode reaction [10,111 ). it can 
be proven [il] that /\G (ÄL = 0) and дН ( Ж = 0) are equal to 
the standard free energy and enthalpy of activation of the homoge­
neous reaction, where isotopes are exchanged e.g. 
Fe(dtc)3 + Fe*(dtc)3 - Fe*(dtc)3 + Feidtc)^ 
For the more elaborate calculations of the activation parameters 
of the so called cross reactions like 
Fe(dtc)3 + A - Fe(dtc)3 + A" 
(where A and A" are oxidized and reduced forms of an other redox 
* * 
couple Δ6 ( A G 0 = 0 ) and ΔΗ ( Δ Η 0 = 0 ) are also the relevant parameters. 
From AG and ΔΗ an "entropy of activation" can be calculated 
to 
* 1 * * 
Δ5 = γ (ΔΗ - AG ) 
It can be shown [il] that this Δ5 is not a real parameter 
of the studied redox reaction. When the charge transfer coefficient 
α = 1/2 (which often is a good approximation of what is experimen-
tally found) Δ5 is the average of the activation entropies of the 
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Table 4 Thermodynamic activations parameters for metal dithiocarbamates 
ΔΕ*(Δϋ0=0) ΔΗ (Δ^ )=0) Δ5* = 1/Τ(ΔΗ 



















































forward and backward reactions. The calculated Δ 5 are summarized 
in Table 4. We refrain of a further discussion of these data. 
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Appendix 1 Computer Program 
* » • » • • • • • Φ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * * « * * * * * * * · * * * * » * « * » * * * * « » * 
* CHSrWo, Λ PPOGRA» W^ITr^N TN C S ^ P 1 , S l f U t A T * " ^ A C'ippyNT * 
* RPVEBSAL CHPONOP^T^NTinGPAK. TH^ FTCXOHIN^ F ' I N D A I F N T Í L * 
* "OUATIONS AR* ΙΙ^^Ώ-. * 
* > THF DIFFUSION LAMS OF ΡΙΓΚ * 
* > THF BUTLF4-VOr.4FB "O'IATION * 
* > ITOT = IPF«-CAP*DE/OT WICH ACCOUNTS FOT THF РАС" * 
* THAT THE TO^AL СПЧЗГ Т I S THF S U " OP TH P C A F P C I T I - « 
* VP- AND ч'ЧЕ КАЧАОАІГ CU!ÍBFNT * 
Щ і ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
*************** LI 1?? OP ΤΗζ INFIJO PAPÄ4FTFSS *************** 
* * 
* > CAP = ^ Η " CAPACITY OF THE DOUBLF LAYEP IN "APAD * 
* > АО = ΤΗ"1 STAPT СОЧСЧТйАТІП OF A IV -QL/Cñ**^ * 
* - - - > ВО = THF START COVCF4TPATI04 CF В IN MOL/C""** 1 * 
* > ТТОТ = ТО TU, n j 4 p P N T IN A4p?FFS * 
* > FSTART = START РРТЧМТІАГ, 1 4 VCLTS * 
* > FHAL" = РОІАЧОС.ЧА^НТС HALV1; НА Г POTENTIAL IV VOLTS * 
* > Τ = ABS^L'JTF T ^ I P P PARTIR F 1 4 ^FGR^FS K^tVIV * 
* > KSH = H^TFroG^N^OUS R*TE CONSTANT 14 CI/SEC % 
* > KCH^M = RAT' CONSTA4T OF THE FOLLOW-UP REACTIONS * 
* THE D I " ? 4 S I O N DFPFNDS 0 4 THF РРДСЧРЧ ОРП^з * 
* > А І С П - Ч О П = THE A^AY SET UP BY THF INTEGRAf, * 
* STATE1FVT WICH I S INITIALLY S r T EyUAL TO THE START * 
* C04CF4TRATI0N OF A IN 4 0 L / ~ f 1 * * i * 
« > ЗІСП-101) = SAME AS AIC ΒΊΤ »OW FOP В * 
* > 7D = THE DISTANCF FROM THE E L F C R P D F TO THF NEAPEST * 
* POINT IN THE 3ULK Ο? ΓΗ* SOLUTION WHFPE Α ΑΝΓ Ρ * 
* PF1AIV CONSTANT DURING ΤΗ" ELECTRnT.YSrs, DAVIDE? * 
* BY 1 0 0 ( I . E . THE NIJIB^R OF CC*FA PT IWEN^S ) * 
* THE CHOICE OF VD I S VERY CRITICAL AND ftlST ЙЕ CALCU-* 
* LATFD WITH THE FORI'ILA: * 
* Vf) = 6 * S 0 R T (DA*TTOT) / 1 0 " ИНЕРР TTOT PEORES^NTS* 
* THE T"TAL Т І Ч ' « 
* > BETA = THE CHARGE TRANSFER COFPFICIPNT Φ 
* > DELT - THE TI"' TNCPEIENT, CAN 4F CALCULATED * 
* WITH THE FORNULA: DSLT = (0. S*yΓ**'») /DA * 
* > OXRED: OXRED = 1 F04 A REDUCTION AND OYHED =-1 FOP * 
* AN OXIDATION IN THE FORWARD SCAN * 
************************************************************ 
**************** LIST OF PHYSICAL CONSTANTS **************** 
* * 
* >
 F = FARADAY CONSTANT IN AHPER^^S^C/^OL * 
* > Ρ = GASCONSTANT IV CAL/IOL.D^GR * 
************************************************************ 
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* * * * * * * Φ * * « * * « * * t . I V í OF ТЧАОР?*»!"1· iiY^ROLS * * * * * * * * * * + * * • * * 
* 
* > ПАПУ = » i a S ' r " ' ' " I V A T I V E OF A WITH PESPFCT TO Τ,ΤΗΕ 
* DISTANCE TO THF ^L^CTROHF 
* > DBDi = S A I " AS ЛАПл: ΒΊΤ NOW PCS В 
* > nnDY2 = S T O N T DEPIVATIVE OF A WITH RFSPECT T 0 X 
л > РВП 2 = S A « ' \S ПА^ ? RUT "OW "η ρ В 
* > TADT = " І Р Я Т n^PIVA^IVP O* A WT^H P ^ S P F C T TO T I 1 E 
* > ПВТ'' = "5Al"! AS DADT B'JT NOW F09 В 
* > TCAP = CAPACITIVA C ' J R P F N T 
* > ІССПЧ = С , І Н Ч М Т Т Е СА^АСІТІ · C4PRFNT 
* > IFF = Ρ Д "AD M C CU^RFNT * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * DF^LAPATTON O" VARTAPLES AND A4RAYS * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * 
************************************************************ 
^TORAGF OADX (^^) , D A D ' < 2 ( 3 0 0 ì , CPDX ('" ,f4) , D S D / ' ( Ό Ο ) 
TABLF Kir ( 1 - 1 ПО) = 3 0 0 * 2 . 6 8 1 ^ - 6 , . . . 
В І С С - ч ^ О і = 3 0 0 * 1 . тт-?'1 
CONSTANT Opo = 0 . 0 6 7 4 í , N = 1 , 0 » = 1 . O 0 E - 5 r D B = 1 . ' 1 " E - S , . . . 
B t:TA=n. t 5 , C A P = i a f l . F - C q , R = R . 3 1 , ! ' = 9 ^ 5 1 5 
Ρ А З А Р Е ^ В B 0 = 1 . - ς - 7 0 , τ ? ο ^ = 1 ^ 0 . Ε - 6 , О^ RFD=1, . . . 
' ^ T A P T = - 0 . 3 , E H A L F = - 0 . 5« 3 . ^ = 2 7 3, . . . 
K S H = C . O l f t 8 , K C H F ^ = 7 . S F 0 6 , Α Ο = ? . 6 Β 4 Ε - 6 
F Î X n Ι , TEL,-"ELI , T ^ L ? , o y ЯЕП 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * INITIAL SEGIFKT * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * 
* I N I T I A L CONOTTIONS AMD РПОЗ»»"! СПЧТЕН^ ARE DF^IVFD * 
************************************************************ 
I N I T I A L 
NOSOFT 






I F F = n . 0 
УГ) = и. E-S 
У П
,
' = У 0 * * ? 
Г ІЕУЗ = 2*У0 
F =F,S'r AFT 
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* » • • i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * PYN'ATC 3FG"IfNr * * * * + * * * * + * * * * * * * * + * * 
* * 
* STAST O" TH" P^OjRA"*. IV rv^RY RriN f THF NIIMRKP OF RUNS * 
* I S T!FTr4MIV , :'Ti 3Y HFL"") THF C O I C F N T bíT ION AS A FUNCTION * 
« OP У AND TH' POTENTIAL Ло A FICTION О Ρ ' I ' I M , : - I S CALCULAT^D* 
л * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
DYNAflC 
A=TNTGRL(ΑΙΟ,ΕΑη^,ΙΟΟ) 
B = IVTGPL(BIC,t lBDT, ч"0) 
NOSORT 
PO 5 1 = 1 , Ч 0 Л 
I F ( A ( I ) ) S , 5 , Ю 
s A m=o. 
10 ГО 15 1 = 1 , 3 0 0 
I F f B C i n 1 ^ , 1 5 , ? n 
15 В < I ) = C . 
?fl CONTTNIIF 
I ' Í K F E P ) ЭГ, ' 0 , ?5 
? 5 r)FDT=-ICAP/CAD 
T * L 1 = 0 
р = г4.гі FDT*DELT 
' ; A B S = A B S ( E ) 
I F ( T F L 2 . , ' 0 . 1 . A N D . F . G T . K S T A P T ) C A L L F I N I S H 
T F f F . L T . f F S T A R T - 0 . 6 ) ) CALL FINISH 
I F ( T w L 1 . E O . 1 ) GO TO 25 
tm.ER1=«-A{ 1) *EXP(*BETA*N*F* ( EHALF-F) / f R*T) ) *KSH 
U T L E P ? = K < : ; H * ( B ( 1 ) Ф ^ ^ ' Р ( - ( I - B E T A ) « Ν * ? * ( F I I A L F - F ) / ( P * T ) ) ) 
TFF = N*F*OPP* f U ' L T R l - ' C I . F R ? ) 
I F ( Т Е Т , . Е Э . Л . AND. I F F . G T . ITOT) ZFr = lTCT 
I P (TFt . " О Л . AND. I F ' . L T . о . ) I F F = " . 
I F (•"EL. EO. 1 . AND. I F P . L r . ITOT) Ι ρ ρ = ΙΤϋΤ 
I F fTFL.FO. 1 . AND. I F P ^ ^ . O . ) r F F = 0 . 
ICAP=ITOT-TFF 
I P (ABS (TCAPJ . GT. ABS fITOT) ) ICAP=ITOT 
ІССПЧ=ІСГ
Г
І1+ ABS (ICAP + TPLT) 
"Ό CONTINUE 
D A D M 1 ) = I F ' » / { D A * N * F * O P P ) 
DADV(2) = fA ( ì ) - A ( l n / ' r W ^ . " n 
Г>АПХ f 3) = (А (Ч) -A f 7) ) /Trf'ÎXD 
DBDXMl = - I F P / ( T P * N * F + OPP) 
DBDvr2» = (B ( 1 ) - B { 1 ) )/TWEXD 
rtB^v f 3) = {B (U) - B f ? ) ) / T W X D 
DO 45 Т = ? , 2 Ч Ч 
nRDT? ( I ) = í 1 / X D 7 ) * (В ( 1 - 1 ) - 2 * В ( I ) *В ( 1 * 1 ) ) 
35 DADX2 ( l ì = ( 1 / X D 2 > * (Л ( I - 1 ) - ? * А ( I ) * \ ( I +1) ) 
ОАПУ2 ( 1 ) = ( 1 / T 4 F X D ) + ('4*DADX{?) - 3 * D A D X ( 1 ) - D A D ' / ( 3 ) ) 
ОАОУ2 ( Ю О ) = ( 1 / X D ? ) * (A ( 2 9 9 ) - > * A (30 0) •АО) 
DBDY2 ( 1 ) M I / T W S X r O t í l u O B D X p ) - 3 * D B D X ( 1 ) - D P r X ( 3 ) ) 
DBDX2 ( 3 0 0 ) = ( 1 / Х Г ) ? ) * ( В ( 2 9 9 ) - 2 * Р ( 3 0 0 ) «-BO) 
DO «0 1 = 1 , 3 0 0 
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IL 
* NiXVJ- Ь^ IVXdKdJ.ücl ÄIU ЛС лІП Л • 
* jiaiüsav αΗΐ ai. 11 'SA т іхьліоа ÁHX ¿O IO id α на, м * 
J» * 
+ ***»*•»*»* + **•»»** SXMdWdiLÏlS ¿.ПсИПО »»»***»»*»***»**•»*** 
( J u l i * U G a , i ) b B ï J / ·0ΰΐ*ι<ί]33ΐ=3ΐοα3<3 
aONIlNüD Çti 
t - â 4=TitCXno 
• · ' ' t - a 4 = i a ü a d ' b - ¿ , б = х ь т і і а ' ' , - в •e=¿']:ii i алкз j 
ХЭлкі UGHiá« 
i , 1 2 a + a k i l = a L I J. 
l = T d d 
ςη c i oij IL 'öa ' ¿ T Ü ) л 
I V K I k d a l 
* * • * * » + » * * * » * * » » « * » * » * « # » » » » • * » * * • + + » » * * * * * * * * » » · * * * » * » * * » * 
'iVIXNaJiOü лЛ й ίιΛΊΪΗ л Hi a& * 
iii'JvA a a , m o s ö v з н і а л с а лк ttj ! , о і а т и * і ь ¿На. І Ы І А З ^ Й * 
U I s i ' е о й а л Q N Ï I V I H J , ла и м ю л ' м л . и л с ь ¿ s a i o i á j í i b · χ » 
lVAKid.NI Atal-L IdJKb V К1НІІЛ ANV^Í^uJ 1CN SI » 
i l I D V d V O aH¿ INaüdQD лНІ ЛЬ Tsbt ìaAab a b a 0 1 df.G te * 
-¿ К а Ь а Г Э áU ¿ K l o J a h i M Q a M d a L J,ÜN S I l O / i U Ц * 
ShJIQUäd Otta, Н И И I t ä a Ol dAVh áft ' ü a J I . C u H l M Î £ V ¿NiilieíiO « 
1Н>І. ІО T ïSbSA3i l olHJ. flOa ENOIJ-ICNÜO ¿ Ы .Ltiíb'jaS SIHJ, M * 
* 
t l ) d * ( U < * « a H 3 ) i - ( l )c . - .û^L*VQ= t i J J-ÜVQ 0t( 
( l ) a * ( l ) V * i . a H 3 ) i - l i ) 2 ) . C i H Q » e ü = l I J J G d ü 
i * * * * » * » » » » * * » » * » * * » * * » * » * » » * » » » * * » * * * * * » * * * » » » * » » « * » * * » * * » » 
* ÍTKC QJÎJNÏHD Δ.4 Oi 3Λ\ιΙ1 bJ,Kal,aJ4J,S ÜÍ.J- i ^ i N - H l a D ï l d * 
* safcïJ, hCI10\idd an-MOilÜJ НлЫСК^ J I 'CJakriSSV S I И ÜNV ΐ • 
» N j a K A i ü ЬОІІЭ аН dll-BOTTOJ аЗСіИО ОКЭЭа^ ΐ a1dkV):V SIHJ, NI * 
* » 
* * * * * * * ν · * · * * « * « , , , * NOidOvae d i i - c c i i O J » * * * » * * * » * * » # * * * * * * * 
WRT-'Fíf , 5 0 ) РРРСТГ 
5 0 FOS , ·^Tí1H , ' " С « " И С : т г Е C U R P F N T = · , Ρ 5 . ? ) 
"ETH^D PFCT 
ТГЧР? T » r N T I , 1 = , 5 . ' , | , ' r , , 0 ? : L T = 8 . ^ - 5 , n F L N » y = B . ï ' - 5 , . . . 
3tJTDFt,= 1 . F - 3 , P H n ' i - t = 1 . τ- ' 
"UITPUT г 
OUTPUT AfiO^» 
TUTPtïT T i l ' , EMiS 
Ρ ArtR у γ P L O T , M I D T H = T I , H E : I G H T = ? S 
Г, А В FL D Ä = 1 . ' : 3 E - 5 , P p T 4 = . 5 , C A P = 1 « 8 . F-0f l ,TTOT = 1 0 0 . E - 6 , . . . 
F4TA p T = - n . 4 , 'KALF = - 0 . 5 l * ? , T = 2 7 3 , K S H = 0 . O 1 6 a , < C H E 4 = 7 . 5 E 0 6 , . . . 
А 0 = 2 . КЯЧ^-Г) 
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Appendix 2 
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347 ( 1 0 ) 
389 ( 5 ) 
379(9) 
350 ( 7 ) 
340 ( 8' 9 ) 
360 ( 7 ) 
350 ( 7 ) 
350 ( 7 ) 
340<7) 
365 ( 6 ) 
356(6) 
374 ( 1 0 ) 
360 ( 6 ) 
352 ( 6 ) 




































































(a) Estimated values; (b) No changes in bond distances were assumed. 
Infrared data measured in the solid state (KBr). 
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RESUME 
La chronopotentiométrie est une technique électrochinuque, selon 
laquelle une solution en repos est électrolysêe pendant que le chan-
gement du potentiel de l'électrode du travail par rapport à une élec-
trode de référence est mesuré en function du temps. 
En principe, cette technique s'utilise aussi bien pour une étude 
analytique que pour une étude de la cinétique. Dans cette thèse, la 
chronopotentiométrie est appliquée à la cinétique. 
Pour obtenir les résultats, décrits dans cette thèse, nous avons uti-
lisé la chronopotentiométrie avec inversion du courant électrique. 
Selon cette technique, un processus d'électrolyse, comme Ox + e - Red, 
est tout d'un coup dirigé en sens inverse, Red - Ox + e, par l'inver-
sion de la direction du courant à un moment déterminé de 1'electrolyse. 
Le chronopotentlograrme qui est obtenue à l'aide d'inversion du courant 
contient de l'information sur le processus de réduction. 
Dans le chapitre 2 de cette thèse, la théorie de la chronopoten-
tiométrie avec inversion du courant est traité. La forme d'un chrono-
potentiogramme est décrite en des termes des courants constituant 
faradanque et capacitive. A l'aide d'un modèle mathématique, il est 
démontré que la difference ΔΕ entre Εη -с et E 0 -140 est la clef 
pour la détermination des constantes de la vitesse de la réaction 
hétérogène du processus de transfert électrochmique: le procédé 
peut-être décrit en quelque mots ainsi: calculez ΔΕ du chronopoten-
tiogramme expérimental, déterminez avec ΔΕ la valeur correspondante 
de Ϋ et calculez к . à partir de cette valeur de ψ, de la concen­
tration de la particule êlectro-active et de la valeur du courant. 
Les valeurs calculées de к
 h des complexes étudiés des métaux li-
s, π 
gandes avec des dithiocarbamates, sont trouvées entre les limites 
de 12 χ 10"2 cm s - 1 et 0.55 χ IO"2 cm s"1. 
Le chapitre se termine avec un court traité de la quantité a, qui 
est le coefficient de transfert électrochinuque. Il est démontré 
pour 0.5 < a < 0.6, que la relation simplifiée entre ΔΕ et ψ n'in­
troduit qu'une faute negligible dans la valeur calculée de la con-
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stante de la vitesse de la réaction hétérogène. 
Les deux exigences les plus importantes pour arriver à une haute 
précision dans le mesurement chronopotentiométrique avec inversion 
du courant sont d'abord qu'à chaque instant voulu du processus d'élec-
trolyse l'inversion du courant pourra être réalisée en quelques nano-
secondes, et ensuite que la valeur absolue du courant reste constan-
te. 
Dans le chapitre 3, un dispositif a été décrit qui satisfait à 
ces exigences. Le dispositif consiste d'un nombre de composantes, à 
savoir: un galvanostat, qui fournit le courant voulu, un circuit de 
measurement comparatif, qui confronte les potentiels établis d'avance 
pour les moments de démarrage, d'inversion et d'arrêt, et un montage 
cybernétique digitale, qui règle le galvanostat. 
Dans ce même chapitre, nous avons aussi considéré l'influence sur 
ΔΕ de la résistance non compensée (FO. Le chapitre se termine avec 
un traité sur la façon de déterminer les potentiels E0 ,ς et 
EQ pi/g · Un programme pour machine à calculer a été développé 
afin d'établir les effects que le courant capacitive et le coeffi-
cient de transfert électrochimique ainsi que les réactions chimique, 
suies par le produit d'êlectrolyse, ont sur ΔΕ. Le modèle sur lequel 
ce programme est basé est exposé dans le chapitre 4. Il est démontré 
par des simulations digitales de chronopotentiograrmes, que la vari-
ation de la capacité de l'électrode au dessous de 4.5 pF et du co-
efficient de transfert électrochimique entre 0.2 et 0.7 n'a pas de 
répercussions sur la valeur simulée du ΔΕ. Pour une série de com-
plexes du dithiocarbamate avec des métaux divers, nous avons pu 
conclure grâce à la chronopotentiomêtrie, quelles sont les ordres 
des réactions chimiques auxquelles les produits participant il se 
trouve que WiEt^dtc), et 0s(Et2dtc)2 subissent une réaction chimique 
du pseudo-premier ordre, tandis que les produits de 1'electrolyse 
du NHBupdtc)- et du CuiBu^dtcîp réagissent selon un mécanisme du 
deuxième ordre. Avec ces données expérimentales et avec le programme 
de calcul il est démontré que les réactions de ce genre n'influen-
cent pas ΔΕ. 
7Θ 
Dans chapitre 5, nous calculons d'après les théories de Marcus 
et Hush et de Levich et collaborateurs, les valeurs des paramètres 
d'activation Δ6 et E à partir des constantes expérimentales de vi-
tesse des réactions hétérogènes. Pour les complexes des dithiocarba-
mates, étudiés dans cette thèse, les valeurs calculées sont en moyen-
ne 6 kcal mol" pour дб et 25 kcal mol- pour E . Pour la calcula­
tion des valeurs théoriques des paramètres d'activation un rayon ef-
fectif pour les complexes mesurés est introduit. Les valeurs résul-
tantes de cette calculation s'accordent bien avec celles des para-
mètres expérimentales d'activation. 
Dans l'appendice 1, le prograrme de calcul est reproduit, tandis 
que l'appendice 2 contient les données utilisées pour la calculation 
de l'énergie de la réorganisation intra-molêculaire. 
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Samenvatting 
Chronopotentiometrie is een electrochemische techniek, v.aarbij 
een niet geroerde oplossing wordt geëlectrolyseerd en het potentiaal-
verloop van de werkelectrode ten opzichte van een referentie elec-
trode wordt gemeten als functie van de tijd. 
Deze techniek kan in principe zowel gebruikt worden voor analy-
tisch alsook voor reactiekinetisch onderzoek. In dit proefschrift 
echter wordt de techniek alleen in de laatste betekenis aangewend. 
Voor het verkrijgen van de resultaten, zoals deze in het proef-
schrift vermeld staan, is gebruik gemaakt van chronopotentiometrie 
met stroomomkeer. Bij deze techniek, wordt een electrolyse proces, 
b.v. Ox + e - Red, plotseling gedwongen m tegengestelde richting, 
Red - Ox + e, te verlopen, doordat de stroomrichting op een bepaald 
tijdstip wordt omgekeerd. Het chronopotentiogram dat verkregen 
wordt met behulp van stroomomkeer bevat informatie omtrent het re-
ductieproces. 
In hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift wordt ingegaan op de the-
orie van de chronopotentiometrie met stroomomkeer. De gedaante van 
een chronopotentiogram wordt in termen van faradansche en capaci-
teitstromen beschreven.Met behulp van een wiskundig model wordt 
aangetoond dat het verschil ΔΕ tussen EQ 25 e n EQ 2148 ^ s l e u" 
tel is voor het bepalen van heterogene snelheidsconstanten van 
ladmgsoverdrachtprocessen. De methode waarop de snelheidsconstan-
ten bepaald worden, kan als volgt kort worden weergegeven: bereken 
ΔΕ uit het experimenteel verkregen chronopotentiogram, bepaal met 
behulp van ΔΕ de bijbehorende waarde van de hulp-rekengrootheid ψ 
en bereken к
 h uit de gevonden waarde van у en de waarden van de 
concentratie van het electroactieve deeltje en de stroomsterkte. 
De aldus berekende к
 h waarden voor de bestudeerde metaal dithio-
S'" _2 -
carbamaat complexen worden gevonden binnen de grenzen 12 χ 10 cm s 
-2 -1 
en 0.55 χ 10 cm s . Het hoofdstuk wordt afgesloten met een korte 
beschouwing over de grootheid a, de ladingsoverdracht coefficient. 
Aangetoond wordt dat voor 0.5^ a 4 0.6 de vereenvoudigde relatie 
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tussen ΔΕ en ψ een te verwaarlozen fout oproept in de berekende waar­
de van de heterogene snelheidsconstante. 
Twee van de voornaamste eisen om een precieze chronopotent 10-
metrische meting met stroomomkeer te doen zijn dat, op ieder gewenst 
tijdstip gedurende het electrolyse proces de stroomrichting binnen 
enkele nano seconden kan worden omgekeerd en dat de absolute waarde 
van de stroomsterkte constant blijft. 
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een apparaat beschreven welk aan deze 
eisen voldoet. 
Het apparaat is opgebouwd uit een aantal componenten te weten: 
een galvanostaat voor het leveren van de gewenste stroom, een verge-
lijkings-meetcircuit voor het vergelijken van de gemeten potentiaal 
van de werkelectrode met o.a. de ingestelde start/stop en omkeerpo-
tentiaal en een digitaal programma blok voor de besturing van de gal­
vanostaat. In dit hoofdstuk wordt ook ingegaan op de invloed op ΔΕ 
van de niet gecompenseerde weerstand R . Hoofdstuk 3 wordt afgesloten 
met een beschouwing over de manier waarop de potentialen E 0 -5
 e n 
E0 2148 bepaald worden. 
Om effecten op ΔΕ te kunnen vaststellen van chemische volgreacties 
van het electrolyse product, de capaciteitsstroom en de ladingsover­
dracht coëfficiënt werd een computerprogramma geschreven. Het model, 
waarop dit programma gebaseerd is, wordt in hoofdstuk 4 behandeld. 
Aan de hand van digitaal gesimuleerde chronopotentiogrammen wordt 
aangetoond dat een electrode capaciteit kleiner dan 4.5 μΡ en een 
ladingsoverdracht coefficient tussen de waarden 0.2 en 0.7 geen in­
vloed hebben op de waarde van ΔΕ. 
Voor een aantal metaal dithiocarbamaatcomplexen wordt met behulp van 
chronopotentiometrie vastgesteld wat de reactieorde is van optredende 
chemische volgreacties van de reductieproducten. WfEt^dtc). en 
OstEtpdtc)^ blijken een pseudo eerste orde chemische reactie te on­
dergaan, terwijl de electrolyse producten van N i d ^ d t c U en 
CuiBupdtcK volgens een tweede orde mechanisme reageren. Met deze 
experimentele gegevens en het computerprograrma wordt bewezen dat 
volgreacties van deze aard ΔΕ met beïnvloeden. 
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In hoofdstuk 5 worden, uit de experimenteel verkregen к . waar-
den de activeringsparameters дС en E berekend volgens de theoriën 
van Marcus en Hush en van Levich en medewerkers. Voor de onderzochte 
_ ι * _ •) 
reacties levert dat gemiddeld 6 kcal mol voor AG en 25 kcal mol 
voor E . 
Het feit dat de verhouding van deze getallen globaal 1:4 is, wijst 
erop dat alleen de reorganisatie van oplosmoleculen van belang is 
voor het bereiken van het geactiveerd complex. Dit wordt bevestigd 
door de uitkomsten van een theoretische berekening van de energie voor 
de reorganisatie van het ligand en voor het oplosmiddel. De eerste 
blijkt verwaarloosbaar klein en de tweede stemt goed overeen met de 
* 
uit de experiment bepaalde waarden van к
 h berekende дС . 
In appendix 1 staat het gebruikte computerprograrana afgedrukt, 
terwijl tenslotte in appendix 2 die data staan welke gebruikt worden 
voor de berekening van de intra-moleculaire reorganisatie-energie. 
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